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Optical networks employing wavelength division multiplexing technology have
been well recognized as the core networks for the next generation Internet. In such
networks, any fiber cut or node failure may lead to huge data loss. Thus, reliability is of
great importance in the design of modern high-speed networks. At the same time, traffic
grooming is another important design objective since it addresses multi-granularity
traffic. The traditional routing approaches with differentiated services do not consider the
traffic grooming case or reconfiguration method. Therefore, they are not resourceefficient for the next generation Internet. In this dissertation, an effective reconfigurable
traffic grooming with differentiated reliability scheme is proposed to efficiently use
network resources. Compared with the conventional rerouting method, the proposed
scheme makes the network more robust and immune from service interruptions. An
integer linear programming (ILP) formulation is presented first. By solving the ILP
formulation, an optimal solution is obtained for each incoming connection request.
However, the solution is so time consuming, a heuristic algorithm is introduced to get an

approximate optimal solution. The performance evaluation indicates that the connection
blocking probability can be decreased greatly by the proposed scheme.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

At the present time, the communication industry has been undergoing an
unprecedented change. The networks carry a large amount of data traffic, instead of
voice-dominated traffic in the past few years. With the shift from a voice-centric to a
data-centric application, all-optical networks with dense wavelength division
multiplexing (DWDM) technology appear as the core solution to the next generation
network.
1.1

Motivation of research
With the appearance of different applications such as military audio, medical

image, and broadband multimedia, the requirement to support communications with high
bandwidth, low bit error rate, and scalability is becoming a challenging issue for future
wide-area networks (WANs) [2]. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is the most
fully developed technology to satisfy the future demands, since each fiber can carry data
over multiple WDM channels using multiple wavelengths [1]. The optical fiber cable
consists of a bundle of glass threads, each of which is capable of transmitting messages
modulated onto light waves, shown in Figure 1.1. All-optical networks employing
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wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) are believed to play an important role in the
new generation wide-area backbone networks.

Figure 1.1 Optical Fiber Cable

In all-optical WDM networks, data traffic operates in the optical domain without
any electrical processing on transmission [1]. An all-optical network is composed of
optical routing nodes, which are interconnected by optical links. An optical node can
route each wavelength on an incoming link to any outgoing link. Each optical link is
assumed to be bidirectional. The same wavelength on two different incoming links cannot
be routed simultaneously onto the same outgoing link. A lightpath (LP) is defined as an
optical connection carried end to end from a source node to a destination node over a
2

wavelength on each intermediate link [4]. Thus a wavelength and a physical path can
uniquely identify a LP. Two LPs can use the same fiber link, if and only if they use
different wavelengths. If two nodes are connected by a LP, a message can be sent from
one node to the other without requiring any buffering and electro-optical conversion at
the intermediate nodes.
1.1.1

Challenges
All-optical networks using WDM technology provide enormous bandwidth and

accelerate the explosion of data traffic. As WDM results in concentration of traffic on a
single fiber-link and a single switching node, any fiber cut or switching node failure may
lead to large data loss. The survivable network can route the traffic to an alternate path
accurately and quickly by using the redundancy provided in the network. Usually we find
two lightpaths when a connection request arrives at the network. One is active path,
which carries traffic under normal operations. The other one is backup path, which
provides an alternate path to carry the traffic in case of failures. When a failure happens
on the active path, the traffic is rerouted over a backup path quickly via survivable
schemes.
The requirements to establish lightpaths for connection requests are very crucial.
When a connection request arrives, two sets of suitable routes will be selected, based on a
route selection algorithm such as shortest path algorithm. Then, a continuous wavelength
should be assigned to each path. The assigned wavelength must follow the constraint that
no two paths can share a physical link and use the same wavelength on that link unless
traffic grooming is allowed (Traffic grooming is introduced in the next paragraph).
3

Moreover, due to the high cost and technical difficulty in implementing the wavelength
converters, the wavelength continuity constraint must be satisfied in an all-optical
network. Wavelength converters can convert any input wavelength into a different output
wavelength. Price and relatively immaturity of the wavelength converter technology
limits its use in optical network. Therefore, the same wavelength should be allocated to
all the links that belong to the selected lightpath route. This property is known as
wavelength continuity constraint. This constraint could decrease the network resource
utilization compared with the case using wavelength converters. In this dissertation, we
have developed a wavelength reassignment scheme to rearrange the wavelength
allocation among the existing backup paths so that the network resource utilization will
be significantly increased and the connection blocking probability is significantly
decreased.
The traffic grooming addresses the bandwidth gap between low-rate connection
and high-rate wavelength channels. Because of the granularity of the bandwidth
requirement for different connection requests, how to allocate the limited bandwidth to
get maximum utilization is an essentially important issue for traffic grooming. The traffic
grooming methods can be categorized into two types. One is static traffic grooming,
which handles all the connections given in advance, and the other is dynamic traffic
grooming, in which connection arrives one at a time. Usually, static traffic grooming can
be formulized as an optimization problem. [7] In a blocking scenario, not all the
connections can be set up because of the limited bandwidth resources. Thus, the objective
for optimization problem is to maximize the throughput of the network. In a non-blocking
4

scenario, the network always has enough resource to set up all the connection requests;
the objective for this kind of scenario is to minimize the number of wavelengths
multiplexed in the fiber link. For the dynamic traffic grooming problem, the connection
request comes into the network one at a time, the objective is to minimize the network
resource usage, which also can be reflected as minimizing the connection request
blocking probability.
The concept of Differentiated Reliability (DiR) has been introduced to provide
multiple levels of service performance in a network. According to the concept of DiR,
each connection is guaranteed a minimum reliability degree or equivalently a maximum
failure probability required by the client application. In this dissertation, the reliability is
the probability that the connection will operate correctly in a period of time. Generally, in
order to get high reliability, we have to allocate more network resource to the connection.
Therefore, higher reliability results in high cost.
1.1.2

Review of related research
Currently, there are different routing and wavelength assignment (RWA)

techniques being proposed to improve the capacity utilization in WDM networks. Those
RWA approaches [5-10] are based on integer linear programming with optimization or
heuristic algorithm with rerouting the established working paths and their wavelength
assignment in order to provide desirable resource efficiency.
Integer linear programming (ILP) formulations are the most popular methods for
survivable path protection. With the information of network state at each source node,
ILP formulations are set up. The model maximizes the sharing capability of network
5

capacity so that the wavelength reusability was improved. Those schemes either
minimize connection blocking probability or minimize the required number of
wavelengths for a given traffic state. After solving the ILP model, the optimal resource
utilization is achieved. However, these schemes may interrupt the existing connection
establishment in order to get efficient usage of capacity. Moreover, those schemes are not
appropriate for the dynamic provisioning environment since the actual connection request
comes and goes randomly. Also, an ILP-based solution is usually extremely timeconsuming and is not scalable once the network size becomes really large [3].
Because of the reasonable computation time, heuristics algorithms [8-10] are
attractive alternatives to the ILP schemes. The idea of rerouting paths or reassigning
wavelengths provides an alternate solution. The work in [8] used rerouting to reroute
multiple lightpaths to free wavelength. First, the scheme transformed the network
topology into different link cost matrix, according to the cost label. Then, the heuristic
algorithm searched for the least cost path. Finally, the algorithm moved the lightpath
from the old one to the new one. In [9], the lightpaths conflicting with the lightpath
selected for the new connection call were settled in other establishment. The active path
route or wavelength could change in order to free some usable capacity, but it interrupts
the connections which are carrying actual traffic and causes service interruptions in the
whole network.
In addition, traffic grooming addressing the problem of packing low-speed traffic
onto high-bandwidth wavelength channels attracts more and more attention in academic
and industrial fields [14]. In [16], protection in traffic grooming network can be applied
6

are two different levels: protection at lightpath level (PAL) and protection at connection
level (PAC). PAL is a low granularity, which is use wavelength as the unit; while PAC is
a smaller granularity, using sub-wavelength as the unit. The work in [17] presented two
grooming policies, namely mixed primary-backup grooming (MGP) and segregated
primary-backup grooming policy (SGP). The results show that SGP outperforms MGP.
Reliability is another decisive issue for optical networks, since different customer
may have different service requirement. Many previous works do not consider the
different reliability requirement for different application. Recent research [21-25] studies
routing with DiR. In [21], the concept of quality-of-protection (QOP) is proposed. With
QOP, several classes of QOP are refined and each connection is assigned a QOP class.
The connection is then routed according to the reliability of its QOP class. In [24], a
partial backup path approach is presented. With this scheme, a single backup path
segment will be obtained to protect an active path if a single active path cannot satisfy the
reliability requirement.
In this dissertation, an optimization model is proposed for reconfigurable traffic
grooming with differentiated reliability in WDM all-optical networks. Then, a heuristic
scheme is developed to solve the optimization problem. All the concerns and challenges
discussed earlier in an all optical network will be well addressed in this study, including
the wavelength continuity constraint, traffic grooming technique, and DIR.
1.2

Summary of main contributions
In this dissertation, both an optimization model and a heuristic algorithm are

proposed for the reconfigurable traffic grooming with differentiated reliability problem.
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The scheme computes the best way of wavelength routing and to dynamically reconfigure
the backup path wavelength assignment with the global knowledge of network resource
utilization. As the backup paths do not carry any traffic during normal operation, the
reconfiguration will not introduce any service interruptions.
The main contributions of our approach are listed as follows:
1. Implement traffic grooming with DiR in WDM mesh networks
2. Set up an integer linear programming model to optimize routing and wavelength
assignment
3. Develop a heuristic algorithm to efficiently solve the optimization problem
4. Maximize the number of successfully established connection requests while
guaranteeing absolutely no service disruptions and minimize the impact of
wavelength continuity constraint on connection blocking probability
1.3

Organization of dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter II, we present the

review and fundamentals of the existing failure survivable schemes and traffic grooming
method in all-optical DWM networks. Chapter III describes in details the proposed
reconfigurable traffic grooming with DiR scheme. In chapter IV, the proposed scheme is
evaluated through extensive simulation results. Chapter V provides the conclusions and
discussions on future work.
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this chapter, the basic concepts of survivable optical networks, traffic grooming
and differentiated reliability are introduced.
2.1

Survivable optical networks
In all-optical WDM networks, a single fiber can carry 160 wavelengths at 10

Gbps/wavelength [2]. Hence, a fiber cut or link failure can result in a large loss of
important data. Usually, fault-free protection schemes can quickly reroute traffic around a
failure point via an alternate path. A connection request reserves bandwidth on two
different paths: active path and backup path. The active path carries traffic under normal
operations, while the backup path provides the alternate path to be used in case of failure.
A basic requirement for the selection of active and backup path pair is that they must be
diversely routed [2]. In [2], the diverse routing problem is to find a pair of paths between
the source and destination at the optical layer that no single failure in the physical layer
will cause both paths to fail.
In reality, the average time to recover a fiber failure is much less than the time
between failures [9]. Thus, the probability of occurring two or more failures at the same
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time is rather small. A single failure model is typical used in an all optical network, in
which we assume more than one failure never occurs simultaneously.
In a DWDM all-optical network, a fiber cut or link failure can result in a loss of
an immense volume of data. Such a data loss can have major public affection and
financial or legal consequences. Thus, a quick recovery from failure is critical for the all
optical networks. There are two kinds of fault-survivable mechanisms, namely protection
and restoration. In protection, the backup paths are reserved before a failure happens; so
that the failure can quickly recover by reroute the traffic to the backup path. On the
comparison, restoration dynamically establishes a backup path after a failure occurs.
Thus, restoration is relatively slow but more resource efficient compared with protection.
Moreover, the resource to provide restoration may not be available for lack of priori
resources reservation. Considering the recovery time and implementation cost for reality
problem, protection schemes are more applicable. In this dissertation, we discussed the
protection technique in an all-optical network. [2-5]
On an event of failure, the protection techniques use previous reserved resources
to replace the impaired resources. Protection can be classified into two types: path
protection and link protection, illustrated in Fig 2.1 and Fig 2.2. The main idea of path
protection is to provide a backup path from the source to the destination for each active
path, and the backup path is link or node disjoint from the backup path. In link protection,
all the connections that traverse the failed link are rerouted around the impaired link, and
the source and destination node of the connection are oblivious to the link failure. Using
path protection, the time for recovery is usually higher than using link protection.
10

However, link protection reserves a large number of resources, since each link of the
working route require a backup route. [3-6]

Backup path

Source

Destination

Active path

Figure 2.1 Path Protection

Backup path

Source

Destination

Active path

Figure 2.2 Link Protection
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The protection mechanism can be classified as dedicated protection and shared
protection, according to the backup route resources sharing capacity. In the dedicated
protection, the backup path can and only can protect one lightpath. In the shared
protection scenario, the backup paths can share the resources. Considering the single
failure model, only the backup paths for connections which have disjoint active paths can
share the same resources.
2.1.1

Shared-risk link group (SRLG)
A shared-risk link group (SRLG) is defined as a group of links that shared

common physical resources [19, 20] in physical layer. SRLG plays an important part in
survivable network design. A physical topology for a 4-node simple network is shown in
Fig 2.3 (a), and the corresponding optical link topology is shown in Fig 2.3 (b).

cable 2

A

C

B

D

cable 1

Figure 2.3(a) Physical Topology
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SRLG 2

A
SRLG 1

C
SRLG 1

SRLG 2

B

D

Figure 2.3(b) Optical Link Topology

This simple network serves as an easy example to show how to define SRLG.
Although the fiber links A-B and A-D are shown to be independent in Fig 2.3(b), they
traverse the same cable 1, which is displayed in Fig 2.3(a). The breakdown in cable 1 can
result the failure of link A-B and A-D simultaneously. Thus, the failure of link A-B and
A-D are dependent. Similarly, link A-C and C-D share the same cable failure risk. Thus,
we define the fiber links of the dependent failure as shared risk link group. Namely, the
links of SRLG share the same failure risks, while links of SRLG share the same physical
resources such as fiberspans, conduit, etc.
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Optical networks contain two layers: physical layer and optical layer. The
physical layer consists of fiberspans and nodes. The optical layer consists of optical links
and nodes. In an optical network, a link may belong to several SRLGs since this link can
traverse several fiberspans. Likewise, An SRLG usually consists of several links.
Sometimes, an SRLG is composed of only the links connected to the same node. In other
cases, an SRLG may include links that are not seemly related and scattered arbitrary. In
general, a pair of SRLG-disjoint paths is more than a pair of link-disjointed paths. SRLG
is very important in survivable networks to provide a failure-independent protection to a
client [19]. Usually, we need to find an SRLG-disjoint pair of active path and backup
path for a connection request. That is, any link along the active path cannot share any
common SRLGs with the links of the corresponding backup path.
2.1.2

Wavelength routing
Configuring lightpaths for the incoming connection requests is one of the critical

issues for survivable optical networks. Survivable schemes can quickly reroute traffic
around a failure point via an alternate path. The active path and the backup path for each
connection have to be link-disjoint so that any single failure in the network can be
protected. The schemes may allow bandwidth sharing on the backup paths as long as
their active paths are link-disjoint.
The simplest algorithm can be described as two steps. In the first step, the
algorithm computes the shortest path for the working route and assigns the first available
wavelength. In the second step, the algorithm computes the shortest disjoint path of
working route for the backup one. [8-9]
14

It is well known that the routing and wavelength assignment can be formulated as
an integer linear program (ILP), whose objective is to maximize the number of
connections that are successfully routed.
In [10], the network is represented by an undirected graph G. All connections are
assumed to be duplex, and all links are bidirectional. Let N denote the set of nodes,
L ⊂ N × N be the set of links, and D ⊂ N × N be the set of demands. For each link

(i

j ) ∈ L , let Cij (a positive real number) be the capacity weight, which represents the

measure of capacity consumption per wavelength on the link. Let Wij be the resulting
capacity requirement on link (i
function to minimize is

j ) in the number of wavelengths taken. The objective

∑C W

( ij )∈L

ij

ij

. If Cij = 1 for all links, the objective is to minimize the

total number of wavelength links consumed. If Cij is set to the distance of the link, then
the objective is to minimize the total wavelength miles consumed. [10-12]
In [10]Next, we need to define some variables are defined to set up the constraints
for ILP. Let F be the set of all possible single failures. Since a fault can be either a failed
node or a failed link, F = N ∪ L . For each f ∈ F , let L f be the set of links affected by
fault f . More specifically, if f is a link fault, then L f contains only the failed link. If

f

is a node fault, L f

contains the set of links incident on the node

L f = {(ij ) ∈ L : j = f } . For each d ∈ D , let S d and t d be the source node the destination
node of demand d , respectively.
X ijd : binary,
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1 if demand d ’s primary path traverses link (i

j) ,

0 otherwise.
Yijd : binary,

1 if demand d ’s backup path traverses link (i

j) ,

0 otherwise.
Z ijfd : binary,

1 if demand d is routed through link (i

j ) under fault f ,

0 otherwise.
Wijd : nonnegative integer,

total number of wavelength required on link (i

j) .

Now we can formulate the ILP as following.

min

∑C W
ij

( ij )∈L

∑X

j:( ij )∈L

d
ij

−

(2-1)

ij

∑X

j:( ji )∈L

d
ji

i = sd
 1,

= − 1,
i = td ,
d∈D
 0, otherwise


i = sd
 1,

Yijd − ∑ Y jid = − 1,
i = td ,
d∈D
∑
j:( ij )∈L
j:( ji )∈L
 0, otherwise


∑Z

d
ijf
j:( ij )∈L , ( ij )∉L f

−

∑Z

d
jif
j:( ji )∈L ,( ji )∉L f

 ∑ X kld ,
i = Sd
 ( kl )∈L f

d∈D
= − ∑ X kld ,
i = td ,
f ∈F
 ( kl )∈L f

0,
otherwise
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(2-2)

(2-3)

(2-4)

Z ijfd ≤ Yijd , d ∈ D, (ij ) ∈ L,

∑X

d ∈D

d
ij

+ ∑ Z ijfd ≤ Wij ,
d ∈D

f ∈ F , (ij ) ∉ L f

(ij ) ∈ L,

f ∈ F , (ij ) ∉ L f

(2-5)
(2-6)

The objective function (2-1) is the total weighted capacity requirement.
Constraints (2-2) and (2-3) are the flow conservation constraints for demand d ’s active
route and backup route, respectively. Constraint (2-4) enforces the logical relationship
whereby the backup route consumes link capacity if and only if the active route is
affected by the failure in question. Constraint (2-5) ensures that the backup route of a
demand is independent of the failure. (2-6) determines the link capacity requirement.
There is no explicit constraint to guarantee the disjointness of active and backup routes.
The disjointness is implied through Z variables. Although it appears that node failures
always indicate link failures because a link fails if either of its two end nodes fails, there
is one exception. If there is only one link on the active route (one hop), then no node
failure can cover the impact of the link failure. Here, we implicitly assume that a demand
does not need to be restored if either of its source or destination nodes fails. [10]
The ILP above just deals with the general protection case in mesh-based network,
which precomputes backup path before a failure happens. This kind of method allows
prior availability of reroute information to the nodes where actions need to be taken after
the failure is detected and hence allows fast protection.
According to the above ILP model to operate route selection and wavelength
assignment for the new flow request in an all-optical network, the mathematical
formulation must consider the following constraints:
17

1. Bandwidth availability on each link/node.
2. Wavelength availability on each link under the constraint of wavelength
continuity.
3. An active path and its back up path have to be SRGL-disjoint so that no single
failure will impact both paths.
Two backup paths can share a common link if and only if their active paths are SRLG
disjoint.
2.1.3 Contemporary research

A lot of protection techniques in WDM networks have been proposed. Protection
approaches [5-10] either optimize with math mode or reroute the wavelength-routed
optical networks for the active paths in order to provide desirable resource efficiency.
In [5][6][7], integer linear programming formulations were developed for
survivable path protection. Using the network state information available at each source
node, ILP based formulations were set up. They resulted in maximizing the sharability of
network capacity so that the link reusability was improved. Those survivable schemes try
to minimize the required number of wavelengths or minimize the lightpath blocking
probability for a given traffic matrix. Although the optimized resource utilization is
achieved based on ILP, these schemes may obstruct the existing lightpath establishment.
Moreover, those protection approaches are not fit for the dynamic provisioning case
because the connection request arrives at the network randomly. As known, an ILP-based
solution to the shared-path protection problem is extremely time-consuming and becomes
intractable for a large network size.
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Most schemes achieved resource efficiency using backup path sharing. In
[12][13], different cost models for particular objectives were presented to increase
backup path sharing. Since backup sharing depends on the disjoint status for routes of
active paths, most schemes compute a backup path after fixing the active path. A
drawback of this approach is that the active and backup paths combined may use more
resources than choosing a joint-least-cost pair of active path and backup path [11].
Heuristics such as [8] [9] [10], are attractive alternatives. The idea of rerouting
paths or reassigning wavelengths brought a new concept to the restoration field. In [8],
parallel rerouting was utilized to reroute multiple lightpaths to vacant wavelength. First, it
transformed the network according to cost label; then the heuristic searched shortest path
associated with the least cost wavelength; finally, the algorithm switched the lightpath
from the old one to the new one. In [9], the heuristic collected the lightpaths which
clashed with the lightpath for the new connection request. The clashed lightpaths were
removed and settled in other establishment; meanwhile, the corresponding disruption
times were collected. The major challenge in using those heuristics is that established
connections may be broken up. After fail in finding a pair of lightpaths for a coming
connection request, these papers addressed the way of reroute the active path, which has
already been set up. Although rerouting the active paths can free some capacity and make
room for the new call, it interrupts the connections being processed and causes service
interruptions in the network.
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2.2

Traffic grooming

As DWDM technology becomes mature, there exists a large gap between the
bandwidth requirement for a connection request and the capacity of a wavelength
channel. If a whole wavelength channel is designated to a low-rate connection, a large
amount of transmission resource is wasted. Because of the granularity of the bandwidth
requirement for different connection requests, how to allocate the limited bandwidth to
get maximum utilization is an essentially important issue. Traffic grooming can solve this
problem by grooming the low-rate traffic onto high-rate lighpaths.
Figure 2.4 illustrated an example of traffic grooming in an optical mesh network.
Each fiber has two wavelength channels. Supposed the bandwidth for a wavelength
channel is OC-48 (i.e. 2.488Gbit/s). There are three connections existing in the example
mesh network: connection 1 <1, 4> with bandwidth requirement OC-12, connection 2 <1,
3> with bandwidth requirement OC-12 and connection 3 <3, 4> with bandwidth
requirement OC-3. Two lightpaths have already established to carry these three
connections. One lightpath from node 1 to node 3 carries connection 2; the other
lightpath from node 3 to node 4 carries connection 3. Therefore, connection 3 used the
spare capacity of the two existing lightpaths. From the example, we can easily observe
that traffic grooming can provide the network with more usable capacity.
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1
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Connection 1 (OC12)
Connection 2 (OC3)
Connection 3 (OC12)

4

Figure 2.4 A Traffic Grooming Example

The traffic grooming methods can be categorized into two types. One is static
traffic grooming, which handles all the connections given in advance, and the other is
dynamic traffic grooming, in which connection arrives one at a time. Usually, static
traffic grooming can be formulized as an optimization problem. [7] In a blocking
scenario, not all the connections can be set up because of the limited bandwidth
resources. Thus, the objective for optimization problem is to maximize the throughput of
the network. In a non-blocking scenario, the network always has enough resource to set
up all the connection requests; the objective for this kind of scenario is to minimize the
number of wavelengths multiplexed in the fiber link. For the dynamic traffic grooming
problem, the connection request comes into the network one at a time, the objective is to
minimize the network resource usage, which also can be reflected as minimizing the
connection request blocking probability.
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There are two basic architectures used in DWDM networks: ring and mesh. The
Most previous traffic grooming problem has been considered in ring networks [1-3], and
is recently focused in [4-6] for mesh networks. Although the majority of optical networks
in use today are built based on the ring architecture, mesh networks have attracted
attention to be the potential candidate for the next generation networks because of their
heterogeneity. However, either ring or mesh models did not consider survivability. While
most work explored traffic grooming and protection as two separate topics, [7-10]
discussed traffic grooming for protection in survivable WDM networks.
In [11], the authors presented two grooming policies, namely mixed primarybackup grooming policy (MGP) and segregated primary-backup grooming policy (SGP).
The results indicate that in order to achieve good performance in a dynamic environment,
different grooming policies and route-computation algorithms need to be used under
different network states. The work in [10] compared two protection schemes at different
granularities in the WDM grooming networks: protection at lightpath (PAL) and
protection at connection (PAC). A generic graph model for traffic grooming in
heterogeneous WDM mesh network is presented in [7]. By defining the edges of the
auxiliary graph created by their model, the problem is illustrated through the changing
weights of the edges to compare different grooming policies.
2.3

Protection with differentiated reliability

Traditional optical networks usually provide two degree of services reliability:
full protection for a single failure and no protection at all. With the development of
technology, a high speed optical network can provide a unified platform for different
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multimedia applications, such as Video on Demand (VOD), distance education, video
conference, and IP phone. The different emerging multimedia applications require
different level of Quality of Service (QoS). Therefore, QoS requirements such as
bandwidth, delay, and reliability are of great importance to characterize network
applications. To capture the trend of future networks with diverse fault tolerance
requirement for different connection, the concept of differentiated reliability (DiR) is
proposed for the design of high speed networking with different multimedia services.
Each application/end user is guaranteed a probabilistic reliability level of service, instead
of 100% guaranteed end-to-end path protection. This differentiated protection
outperforms traditional path protection in terms of resource utilization and provides
different service reliability to different users simultaneously.
The first DiR problem is studied in [16] to provide a multiple reliability degrees in
WDM rings with dedicated path protection and wavelength conversion capability. Given
the occurrence of a single failure in the network, the failure probability of the link under
consideration (i, j) is denoted Pf(i, j). It is assumed that the probability of a single failure
is given, and the failure probability of each link is normalized to the probability of having
a single failure in the network. Then Pf(i, j)=1/E, where E is the set of links in the
network. As the failure of different links is mutually exclusive and disjoint under the
single link failure assumption, the failure probability of a path is given by the sum of the
failure probabilities of all the links along the path. In the DiR scheme, each connection is
assigned a maximum failure probability (MFP) and determined by the application
requirements but not by the protection mechanism. A connection with MFP(c) is
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characterized as a connection in reliability class c and indicates that in the in the event of
a component failure, it will maintain with a probability 1-MFP(c) of successful
connection under the single failure assumption. Each connection is then routed and
assigned wavelengths in such a way that the MFP requirement is met. Some researchers
proposed a greedy algorithm: Difficult-Reuse-First(DRF) in WDM rings. In DRF, the
connections are classified into two sets: the sets with protection requirement and the sets
without protection requirement. An auxiliary graph is presented. The incoming demands
are routed using shortest path algorithm on the auxiliary graph. Thus, the algorithm is
based on a linear combination of link length and link failure probability.
Later on, studies focus on DiR based on shortest path protection in WDM mesh
network. However, all the previous work discusses the optimal design for static traffic
with the objective to minimize the total network cost. The authors assume that a set of
connection is given, then, the optimal problem with the objective to minimize the cost is
solved. Usually, the reliability of a connection is defined as the probability that it operates
correctly over an interval of time. When demands come into the network, a connection is
routed with an active lightpath and an optimal backup lightpath. A backup path can be
either end-to-end protection or partial protection, covering either the entire active path or
part of it. An active path segment is a sequence of contiguous links along the active path.
A partial backup path protects only an active path segment. Assume ri be the reliability of
the link; then the reliability of a path connection of links with reliabilities r1, r2, r3, …, rn
will be Пni=1ri. Let ra denote the reliability of the active path, rs denote the active path
segment which is protected by rb, and rc denote the composite path comprising of both
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active and protection paths. Here ra=Пni=1ri, rc=(reliability of part of active path not
protected)*(reliability of active path segment and partial protection together)

(1)

rc= ra/ rs*( rs+ rb*(1- rs))

Using the same terminology as partial protection, let ra denote the reliability of
the active path, rs denote the active path segment protected by backup path which in this
case is the same as ra (i.e. rs= ra). Let rb denote the backup path and rc denote the
composite path comprising both active and backup paths. Now rc= reliability of the
active path together with the partial backup path.

(2)

rc= ra+ rb*(1- ra))

Fig 2.5 compares partial protection with full protection. For a connection request
<1, 4>, the active path Pa consists of 3 links: 1-2-3-4; the backup path Pb consists of 4

links: 1-5-6-7-4. Here, link 2-3 makes an active path segment, and links 2-6-3 forms the
partial backup path. Suppose the reliability of each of the links is ri=0.9800, and the
required reliability is rr=0.95. The reliability of active path is ra=0.9412, so a backup
path is needed to meet the required reliability. For the full backup path, the composite
reliability is 0.9954, which is much more than the reliability required by the connection
request. Let’s take a look at the partial protection case. Using partial backup path, the
composite reliability is 0.9596. Thus, having a partial backup for any one link is just
enough in this case as the required reliability is 0.95. From the result, partial backup path
outperforms end-to-end backup path in terms of resource utilization and meet the need of
service reliability simultaneously.
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Figure 2.5 Comparison of partial and full protection

[17] presents a scheme for establishing reliable (R-connections) with different
levels of reliability requirements. This scheme provides partial or end-to-end lightpath
protection to the active path according to the reliability requirement. Protection with full
backup path is a special case for partial backup protection when the entire active path is
protected by a backup path.
In [18], a shared path protection with DiR (SPP-DiR) is presented based on
simulated annealing. In the first step, a conventional SPP design is solved to get active
path and backup path pairs. The second step is to reduce the network cost.
2.4

Research objectives

In this dissertation, we consider DiR with traffic grooming in all optical networks
using reconfiguration. As stated above, the current path-based protection schemes are not
always an optimum choice since all the connections come and go dynamically. Under
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normal circumstances, a connection with reliability requirements is rejected if a path with
the required reliability cannot be found. Such rejection can be avoided if the reliability of
the path can be improved by reconfiguration current network resources. The
reconfiguration reroutes existing traffic to increase the spare wavelength usage, and
reduce the average call blocking ratio. To our knowledge, this is the first time to study
this kind of topic in routing schemes. Our Objective is to minimize the total network cost
(e.g., network resources) for dynamic traffic while meeting the required reliability.
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CHAPTER III
RECONFIGURABLE TRAFFIC GROOMING WITH DIFFERENTIATED
RELIABILITY SCHEME

In this chapter, a novel reconfiguration scheme is proposed. Once the
conventional connection admission control procedure fails to accept the incoming
connection request, the presented scheme will activate the wavelength reassignment
scheme. The unique feature of the scheme is that it performs wavelength retuning only on
the backup paths to improve the acceptance probability of new connection requests. It can
greatly decrease the connection blocking probability in an all-optical network without
interrupting the service of ongoing traffic flows.
3.1

Problem statement

In [8], A DWDM mesh network is modeled by a weighted, directed graph G = (V,
E), where V is a set of network nodes and E ⊂ V × V is the set of links connecting the
nodes. The number of nodes N, where N = V . W represents the set of wavelengths
multiplexed in each link, and the capacity of each wavelength is C that can also be called
the grooming factor. The capacity of a wavelength is normalized to an integer C based
on the smallest grooming granularity in the network (e.g. if one wavelength is an OC-48
channel, and the smallest granularity is OC-3, then, C = 48 / 3 = 16 ). We can use
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C (i, j | w) to denote the total available bandwidth of wavelength w on link (i, j ) .
Connection requests, represented as a set of N × N traffic matrices Λx ( x ∈ X ) , where X
is the set of low rate requests granularities. Λxs,d represents the number of connection
requests of OC- x from node s to d .
The DWDM network model contains a set of links, which is characterized by two
parameters: the cost of that link and the link failure probability. The link failure
probability is defined as the conditional probability that the considered link is faulted
given the occurrence of a single fault [17]. Due to the single fault assumption made
earlier,

this

probability

numerically

equals

the

link

downtime

ratio

[18],

i.e., Pf (i, j ) = τ ⋅ length(i, j ) / SFP , where τ is the link downtime ratio normalized to the

link length, length(i, j ) is the length of the link (i, j ) , and SFP is the overall network
single fault probability with SFP = ∑ ( i , j )∈E length(i, j ) ⋅τ
In the DWDM network, the connection request comes in and out dynamically. We
can define the connection by ( s, d , BW , r ) , where s and d are the source and destination
nodes for the connection, respectively, BW is the bandwidth requirement, and r is the
required Maximum Acceptable Failure Probability (MADR) for this demand.
In general, shared protection is more resource efficient than dedicated protection
due to backup sharing. Single-fiber failures are the predominant type of failures in
communication networks. Node failures are not considered here because most nodal
equipments are 1+1 protected. Although the majority of optical networks in use today are
built based on the ring architecture, mesh networks have attracted attention to be the
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potential candidate for the next generation networks because of their heterogeneity. We
focus on the problem of dynamic low-speed connection provisioning with shared
protection against single-fiber failures in DWDM mesh networks. Different low-speed
connections may request different bandwidth granularities, as well as different protection
schemes. How to efficiently groom such low-speed connections while satisfying their
protection requirements is the main focus of our investigation.
Traffic grooming schemes can operate at two levels: high-rate (aggregated) level
or low-rate connection (per-flow) level. Routing and wavelength assignment at lightpath
level (RWAL) is a coarse-granularity scheme. It is relatively simple, as it only needs the
global information of the lightpaths in the network to decide the route and wavelength for
the new connection call. Routing and wavelength assignment at a connection level
(RWAC) is a fine-granularity scheme. It needs the global information of all the lightpaths
and connections to compute the route and wavelength for the new connection request. In
this dissertation, we develop our rearrangement algorithm at the connection level.
The provisioning of the lightpaths and connections are considered jointly. Both
lightpaths and connections are established and released dynamically. The objective is to
accommodate as many connections as possible. A connection can be supported by a
series of lightpaths. It is possible to establish a connection using only existing lightpaths
or using a combination of existing and new lightpaths. New lightpaths are established to
carry connections only when necessary.
3.2

Assumptions

The list of networking constraints used in the formulation is as follows.
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1) Connection requests arrive in a Poisson process and uniformly distributed among
all the node pairs.
2) The service time for connection request is distributed exponentially.
3) The capacity of a wavelength is normalized by dividing it by the smallest
grooming granularity. For example, suppose the transmission rate on a
wavelength channel is OC-48. The traffic demand varies from OC-12 to OC-48.
Thus, the capacity C=48/12=4 units.
4) The provisioning of lightpaths and connections are considered jointly.
5) The number of grooming ports is sufficient.
6) Wavelength continuity constraint: One lightpath must use the same wavelength on
all links. No wavelength conversion capability is allowed in this network.
7) Shared Risk Link Group (SRLG) constraint: The active path and the backup path
for the same connection must be SRLG disjoint. Two backup paths whose active
paths are SRLG disjoint can share the same resource. A Shared Risk Link Group
(SRLG) is defined as a common single-failure risk shared by a set of paths. Two
paths are said to be SRLG-disjoint if they do not share any SRLG.
8) Capacity constraint: The total bandwidth of all the connections carried over a
lightpath must not be larger than the bandwidth of a lightpath. Notice that here we
assume shared path protection, which means that backup connections may share
bandwidth.
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9) Active paths and backup paths cannot share the same wavelength on the same
link. As in [10], it is beneficial to groom working paths and backup paths
separately when the grooming ports are sufficient.
When a connection request arrives at the network, the source node is responsible
for computing two best single-link-failure-survivable paths: one for active path and one
for backup path. In [9], the K-shortest path algorithm is used for the joint path selection.
The algorithm computes K active paths based on the Dijakstra’s shortest path algorithm.
For each active path, a link-disjoint backup is selected. Finally a pair of active and
backup path with a minimum number of joint-path hops is denoted as the best choice.
The active path is par and the backup is pbr for connection request r .
3.3

Backup wavelength reconfiguration (BRWR)

Backup path reconfiguration involves both route reselection and wavelength
retuning. Both methods will not have any impacts on the active flows. In this sense, new
flow request could be accommodated by either assigning other wavelengths for the
backup path, or moving the existing backup paths to other routes. In this dissertation, we
only consider the backup path wavelength retuning. The wavelength retuning is also
subjective to the wavelength continuity constraint. The proposed BPWR consists of two
possible actions: Switch-To-Free Wavelength (SFW) method and Mutual Exchange
Wavelength (MEW) method.
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3.3.1 SFW

In order to illustrate the mechanism of the proposed SFW, we use a simple 5-node
8 bi-directional link mesh network shown in Figure 3.1 as an example. Assume each link
carries 3 different wavelengths: λ1, λ2, λ3. We use this network as an example to show
how SFW works. For simplicity, no traffic grooming is assumed in this example.

1

4

5

2

3

Figure 3.1 5-node 8-link Example Network
Table 3.1
WAVELENGTH ALLOCATION FOR SFW
Call

AP and its wavelength

BP and its wavelength

<1, 3>

1-5-3: λ1

1-4-3: λ 2

<1, 5>

1-5:

λ2

1-2-5: λ 2

<2, 5>

2-5:

λ1

2-1-5: λ 3

<2, 4>

2-1-4: λ1

2-3-4: λ 3

<4, 3>

4-3:

λ1

4-5-3: λ 3
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For λ1
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links taken by existing backup paths

backup path for new call
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Figure 3.2 Routing Graphs for Before & After SFW Approach
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Each connection has a <source node, destination node> id. The connections
carrying traffic in the present network are <1, 3>, <1, 5>, <2, 5>, <2, 4>, and <4, 3>. The
route and wavelength assignment for each connection is given in Table 1, where AP
stands for active path and BP stands for backup path.
There is a corresponding subgraph for each wavelength, as shown in Figure 3.2.
In each wavelength specific subgraph, links which are taken by active paths are marked
in red; links taken by backup paths are marked in blue lines. Dotted grey lines represent
vacant links.
Assume a new connection request <2, 3> comes into the network. As shown in
Figure 3.2, the only route with continuous wavelength available is route 2-3 on
wavelength λ1. The coming request has to be rejected following the conventional call
admission control. However, if backup path 4-5-3 on λ3 for call <4, 3> is moved to λ2,
λ3 will be released on links 4-5 and 5-3. Thus route 2-5-3 on wavelength λ3 and route 2-3
on wavelength λ1 are selected as the two link-disjoint paths for the new connection
request. The new connection is accepted after the rearrangement. SFW reallocates some
existing backup paths to other free wavelengths without changing their routes. Figure 3.2
compares the network subgraphs before and after SFW algorithm according to three
different wavelengths. From the figure, we can easily observe that there is no wavelength
reassignment on active paths.
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3.3.2 MEW

MEW exchanges the wavelength assignments between those existing backup
paths. In order to illustrate how MEW works, the same example network is used as
previous example. The calls in progress are <1, 5>, <1, 2>, <1, 3>, <2, 5>, and <4, 5>.
The route and wavelength assignment for each connection is given in Table 2. For
simplicity, no traffic grooming is assumed in this example.
For each wavelength, there is a corresponding network subgraph to represent its
allocation status. In each wavelength specific subgraph, links which are taken by active
paths are marked in red; links taken by backup paths are marked in blue lines. Grey
dotted lines represent vacant links.

Table 3.2
WAVELENGTH ALLOCATION FOR MEW
Call

Wavelength for AP

Wavelength for BP

<1, 5>

1-5: λ 2

1-2-5: λ 2

<1, 3>

1-5-3: λ1

1-4-3: λ 2

<1, 2>

1-2: λ1

2-3-4-1: λ1

<2, 5>

2-5: λ1

2-1-5: λ 3

<4, 5>

4-5: λ1

4-3-5: λ 3
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Figure 3.3 Routing Graphs for Before & After MEW Approach
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3.3.3 Backup wavelength reconfiguration scheme

We have used above two examples to illustrate how the backup path wavelength
reconfiguration works to accommodate more connections in the network. BPWR can be
activated during the new call admission control procedure under the condition when no
continuous wavelength is available on either active path or backup path. First, we use the
conventional protection scheme to calculate the lightpath pair for both active and backup.
If the scheme cannot find a proper lightpath pair for the incoming connection request, we
will use the BPWR to reorganize the existing lightpaths to free more usable wavelength.
If BPWR success, the new connection can be set up in the system. If not, the connection
has to be blocked.
3.4

ILP model

In this section, the general BPWR algorithm with DiR is formulated. In an alloptical network without wavelength conversion, the following constraints must be
satisfied when selecting path/wavelength for a new connection: 1) its active path and
backup path must be link-disjoint; 2) two active paths can use the same wavelength only
if they are link-disjoint; 3) an active path and a backup path can use the same wavelength
only if they are link-disjoint; and 4) two backup paths sharing a common link can use the
same wavelength only if their corresponding active paths are link-disjoint. Each
bidirectional link has multiple wavelengths, but one wavelength can only be used in one
direction. Wavelength retuning on the existing paths may increase the network
utilization. The following ILP models are formulated to minimize the route costs of the
new connection in order to reduce future blocking probability
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Parameters(Inputs):
E:

the set of bidirectional links, (i,j) is its index, i<j;

W:

the set of wavelengths, w is its index;

C:

the normalized bandwidth capacity of a wavelength;

L:

the set of existing connections, l is its index;

<s, t, BW>: the new connection request with bandwidth requirement BW, s is the source

node and t is the destination node;
r:

the required MADR of the current connection request;

LAw: the set of existing lightpath for active paths on wavelength w whose remaining

capacity is greater than or equal to B, a is its index;
LBw: the set of existing lightpaths for backup paths on wavelength w whose remaining

capacity is greater than or equal to B, b is its index;
ALa: the set of links used by existing active lightpath a;
BLb: the set of links used by existing backup lightpath b;
Al: the set of active links for existing connection l;
Bl: the set of backup links for existing connection l;
a wl : 1: if the active path of the connection l uses wavelength w; 0: otherwise;
Twij: 1: if there is a free channel on link (i,j) for wavelength w; 0: otherwise;
DAaij (DBbj): 1: if link (i,j) belongs to existing active lightpath a (backup lightpath b); 0:

otherwise;
ACp: available capacity for lightpath p;
cij: the cost of link (i,j);
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z wq : 1: if the available capacity on wavelength w is greater for connection set q; 0:

otherwise;
d hl : 1:if Ah ∩ Al = φ AND Bh ∩ Bl = φ AND z whl = 0 ; 0: otherwise;
g hl : 1: if Ah ∩ Bl = φ ; 0: otherwise;
Pf (i, j ) : the failure probability of link (i,j)

Decision Variables (Outputs):
xij ( yij): 1: if link (i, j) is used by the new active (backup) path; 0: otherwise;
nai (nbi): 1: if node i is used by the new active (backup) path; 0: otherwise;
ew (fw): 1: if wavelength w is used by the new active (backup) path; 0: otherwise;
ua: 1: if the new active path use existing active lightpath a;
vb: 1: if the new backup path use existing backup lightpath b;
bwl : 1: if wavelength w is used by Bl; 0: otherwise

Routing Model with Traffic Grooming:
Min

∑ cij xij + σ ∑ cij yij

( i , j )∈E

s.t.

∑

( i , j )∈E i

(1)

( i , j )∈E

x ij +

∑ x ji

( j ,i )∈E i

 1
=
 2 na i

xij + yij ≤ 1

i = s or t
;
i : otherwise

∑

( i , j )∈Ei

∑ y ji

( j ,i )∈E i

(i, j ) ∈ E ;

∑ ew = ∑ f w = 1

w∈W

y ij +

 1
=
 2 nb i

i = s or t
;
i : otherwise

(2)

(3)
(4)

w∈W
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∑x

≥ ALa (ua + ew − 1)

a∈ LAw ,w∈W;

(5)

≥ BLb (vb + f w − 1)

b∈ LBw ,w∈W;

(6)

xij ≤ Tijw + ua DAija − 1 ;

(i,j)∈E, a∈ LAw, w∈W;

(7)

yij ≤ Tijw + vb DBijb − 1 ;

(i,j)∈E, b∈ LBw, w∈W

(8)

ij

ALa

∑y

ij

BLb

l∈ L

bwh + bwl ≤ 2 − d hl
bwh + a wl ≤ 2 − g hl

∑x

ij

l∈ L

Pf (i, j ) ≤ r

(i,j)∈E

(9)
(10)

(11)

(i , j )

xij , y ij , nai , nbi , e w , f w , u a , vb ∈ {0,1}
Explanation of Equations
The objective function of (1) minimizes the total costs of active and backup paths
of the new connection. σ is a discounting factor for the backup links because they will
only potentially use wavelengths while active paths always consume wavelengths.
Constraints (2) are the regular flow-balance constraints for the new active and backup
paths. Constraints (3) force new active path and backup path link-disjointed. Constraints
(4) assign one wavelength to the new active and backup paths. Constraint set (4) assigns
exactly one wavelength to the new active path and backup path. Constraint set (5) ensures
that the new active path covers all the links of all chosen active lightpath. Constraint set
(6) ensures that the new backup path covers all the links of all chosen backup lightpath.
Constraint set (7) makes sure each link used by the new active path is either a P-channel
or belongs to a chosen active lightpath. Constraints (9) restrict wavelength rearrangement
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for the existing backup paths. Constraints (10) prevent backup path use the same
wavelength on the same link with any active paths. Constraints (11) guarantee that the
required MADR can be met. This model can be proven NP-Complete. With the same
logic, the other three following models can be proven NP-Complete.
3.5

Heuristic algorithm

In this section, we propose one pseudo heuristic algorithm as the approximation
result for the optimal model. The provisioning of the lightpaths and connections are
considered jointly. Both lightpaths and connections are established and released
dynamically. The objective is to accommodate as many connections as possible. A
connection can be supported by a series of lightpaths. It is possible to establish a
connection using only existing lightpaths or using a combination of existing and new
lightpaths. New lightpaths are established to carry connections only when necessary. The
concept of Auxiliary Wavelength Specific Network (AWSN) subgraph is introduced in
this proposal. A network with |W| wavelengths will have |W| such subgraphs, with each
representing the network on a specific wavelength. The wth AWSN corresponds to
wavelength w. An AWSN has the same number of nodes to the original network. Here
we differentiate between a link and a channel. A link is a physical optical link that
connects two nodes and supports multiple wavelength channels. A channel represents a
wavelength between two nodes. In a normal network two nodes are connected by a link
while in an AWSN two nodes are connected by a channel. In each AWSN, there are two
types of channels, namely lightpath channel (L-channel) and physical channel (Pchannel). In the wth AWSN, two nodes are connected with an L-channel if and only if a
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lightpath in wavelength w starts with one node and ends with the other one. A P-channel
represents a free wavelength channel between two nodes. L-channels and P-channels are
interchangeable in the sense that once a lightpath is released, the corresponding Lchannel is removed and the released lightpath is now replaced by a tandem of P-channels.
Once a new lightpath is set up, the P-channels along the new lightpath are removed;
instead, a new L-channel is set up between the lightpath starting node and the ending
node. One lightpath corresponds to one L-channel and vice versa. A lightpath is a
wavelength continuous path with a full wavelength capacity. Its starting node can
multiplex different connections, while its ending node can demultiplex different
connections. It is assumed that every node in the network can serve as a starting node or
an ending node of a lightpath. Each node also has sufficient grooming ports, so that the
number of connections carried by a lightpath is only limited by the wavelength capacity.
Once a new connection arrives, it can be setup on a tandem of lightpaths, which means it
can be carried through a concatenation L-channel and P-channels in an AWSN. So the
RWA for a new connection reduces to a task of finding a path consisting of L-channels
and/or P-channels in an AWSN.
Notations:
The following notations are used in the rest of the algorithm.
L:

the set of link in the network; l is the index.

E:

the set of channels in an AWSN; e is the index;

APo : active path for connection o;
BPo:

backup path for connection o;
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W:

the set of wavelengths; w is its index;

C:

the normalized wavelength capacity

bo:

normalized bandwidth requirement for connection o;

r0 :

the required MADR of the current connection request o;

Pl :

the failure probability of link l;

CBoe (w) : cost of using channel e in the wth AWSN by backup path BPo;
CBo ( w) = ∑ CBoe ( w) : total cost for using wavelength w by backup path BPo.
e

APo ∅APn :
APo ∩ APn :

If APo and APn are link disjoint
If APo and APn are not link disjoint

APo ∩ APn @ l :

If a link l is used by both APo and APn

BPo ∩ BPn @e :

If a channel e is used by both BPo and BPn

3.5.1 Routing and wavelength assignment (RWA)
When a new connection arrives, RWA is responsible for selecting a pair of link
disjoint paths, one for the active path and one for the backup paths. Whenever a new
lightpath is established or a lightpath is released, the corresponding AWSN subgraph will
be updated. In each AWSN, an L-channel that carries active paths is called an active Lchannel while an L-channel that is virtually setup for backup paths is called a backup Lchannel.
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A. RWA for the new active path APn
The following channel cost is defined for APn selection in each AWSN subgraph.
y

Backup L-channels: ∞

y

Active L-channels that have less available bandwidth than bn : ∞

y

Active L-channels that have link failure probability > required MADR: ∞

y

Other active L-channels: 0

y

P-channels: ε
First, all of the channels with nonzero costs are made invisible to APn in each

AWSN.

The Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is then applied to find the shortest

channel route in each residual AWSN. If the wth AWSN has the shortest route among all
residual AWSNs, the new APn will be carried on wavelength w on the selected route. If
there are ties, the smallest wavelength index wins. In this case, APn is established over
the existing lightpaths.
If no channel route can be found on the residual AWSNs in the first search, add Pchannels back to each AWSN. Repeat the above Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm again.
The APn established in this way will be carried through a combination of the new and
existing lightpaths. Let La(n) be the set of links that constitute APn . A new lightpath will
need to be set up along the consecutive P-channels in APn . There could be multiple new
lightpaths if there exist multiple such consecutive P-channel segments. Each new
lightpath will correspond to a new active L-channel, which is added to the corresponding
AWSN. All the P-channels that are used to establish the new lightpaths are removed from
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the corresponding AWSN. After APn is established, all the active L-channels that
constitute APn will decrement their corresponding available bandwidth by bn .
If no channel route can be found from the second search, the connection will be
rejected.
B. RWA for the new backup path BPn
An array R[e1, w, l] is used to record the bandwidth that is needed by a backup Lchannel e1 in the wth AWSN to protect the failure on link l (obviously l should not be the
link that includes e1). An array P[e1, w, l] is used to record the conditional failure
probability for a backup L-channel e1. Since we assume single link failure restoration,
the total soft-reserved bandwidth on a backup L-channel e1 in the wth AWSN should be
calculated as the maximum overall possible single link failure, i.e. max R[e1 , w, l ] .
∀l∈L
l≠ e1

In the wth AWSN, the following channel cost is defined for BPn selection:
y

Active L-channels: ∞

y

Backup L-channels eb where P[eb, w, l]+ rn ≤ Peb with R[eb, w, la] + bn ≤ C,∀la∈
La(n): CB opb (ϕ ) = 0

y

Backup L-channels eb where P[eb, w, l]+ rn ≤ Peb with R[eb,w,la] + bn > C, ∃la∈
La(n): CB opb (ϕ ) = ε . Let L a (n, eb ) be the link set for these la’s that make R[eb, w, la]
+ bn > C, i.e. R[eb, w, l’a] + bn > C, ∀l’a∈ L a (n, eb ) .

y

P-channels: 0
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For the first search, all of the P-channels and L-channels with nonzero cost are
made invisible to BPn . The Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is applied to find the
shortest channel route that is link-disjoint with APn in each residual AWSN. The shortest
one among all residual AWSN is chosen as BPn . If there are ties, the smallest wavelength
index wins. The BPn selected this way will be established by using only existing backup
L-channels. Let Eb(n) be the set of channels that constitute BPn . The reservation array
(assuming the new BPn is setup in the wth AWSN) will be updated correspondingly as
follows: R[eb, w, la] = R[eb, w, la] + bn, ∀la∈ La(n), ∀eb∈ Eb(n).
If no route can be found by the first search, add P-channels back to each residual
AWSN. Repeat the above Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm for the second search. If a
channel route is found, new lightpaths will be virtually set up along all consecutive Pchannels by the same way introduced in section A. Assume BPn is found in the wth
AWSN. It will be updated by adding new backup L-channels and removing the
corresponding P-channels. The reservation array will be updated: R[eb, w, la] = R[eb, w,
la] + bn, ∀la∈ La(n), ∀eb∈ Eb(n).
If no route is found in the second search, keep adding backup L-channels with
nonzero cost (plus all the P-channels added in the second search) to each residual AWSN.
Repeat the Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm for the third search. The BPn established in
this way will need to retune the wavelength on some of the backup paths that traverse the
nonzero cost backup L-channels in Eb(n). New lightpaths will be virtually setup if any Pchannels are used by BPn . Assume BPn is found in the wth AWSN. Let Eb(n) be the set
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of the nonzero cost backup L-channels in Eb(n) and L a (n) =

U L ( n, e )

a
∀eb ∈Eb ( n )

b

identify the

existing backup paths set Λ (w) :
1) that traverse any channel(s) in Eb (n) ;
2) and whose active path traverse any link(s) in L a (n)
i.e.,
Λ ( w ) = { BP o | AP o ∩ AP n @ l a , ∀ l a ∈ L 'a ( n )
and

BP o ∩ BP n @ e b , ∀ e b ∈ E b' ( n )}.

Whether BPn can be used as the new backup path or not depends on the success of
wavelength retuning on the backup paths in Λ( w) .
In the case that no route is found in the third search, the connection will be
rejected.
3.6

RTGWD approximation

The Reconfigurable Traffic Grooming with Differentiated Reliability (RTGWD)
scheme in this dissertation denotes a series of actions to reassign new wavelengths to the
existing backup paths, so that enough bandwidth can be freed for the new connection
request. The wavelength retuning could involve multiple sequential retuning of multiple
backup paths for a single new connection. The following rules are applied for the
RTGWD:
1) Wavelength retuning is done at connection level, i.e., the backup paths in Λ(w) are
retuned to their new wavelength one by one.
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2) The routes of all the existing backup paths remain the same so that the wavelength
retuning will not violate the link-disjoint constraint between the active and backup
paths.
3) The wavelength reassignment of the backup paths will still conform to all the
network constraints listed in previous section.
4) Wavelength retuning could involve a new backup lightpath setup.
When considering the RTGWD, the following operation is applied: Switch-ToFree Wavelength (SFW) method. SFW retunes an existing backup path to another
wavelength. Wavelength retuning can also be achieved by and Mutual Exchange
Wavelength (MEW) between two existing backup paths, so that some bandwidth on the
required new backup path can be freed. Our study shows that the computational
complexity for MEW is much higher than that of the SFW. On the other hand, MEW
only brings in marginal performance gain on the throughput compared with SFW (only
10% of SFW). Thus, in the rest of the section, only SFW is considered for wavelength
retuning. An existing BPo in Λ( w) can be retuned to the ϕth AWSN from the wth AWSN
if and only if the same channel route in the ϕth AWSN has a cost 0. The cost CB opb (ϕ ) is
defined the same way as CB opb ( w) by treating BPo as the new backup path request in the

ϕth AWSN:
y

Active L-channels eb: CB opb (ϕ ) = ∞ .
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y

Backup L-channels eb where P[eb, w, l]+ rn ≤ Peb and
with R[e b , ϕ , l a ] + b n ≤ C ,∀la∈ La(o): CB op b (ϕ ) = 0 . La(o) is the set of links that
constitute active path APo.

y

Backup L-channels eb where P[eb, w, l]+ rn ≤ Peb and with R[e b , ϕ , l a ] + b n ≤ C ,

∃la∈ La(o): CB op (ϕ ) = ε .
b

y

P-channels: 0

The flowchart for finding active path for the new connection request is illustrated in the
Figure 3.4. The strategy of the RTGWD is to restore more available continuous
wavelength as much as possible. The Similar steps can be taken to find proper source for
backup path.

Network topology: AWSN subgraph
Make all the channels (whose cost >0)
invisible

First search

Dijikstra’s shortest path algorithm
Find a shortest route for AP?

N
1. Add P-channels back to
each AWSN
2. Dijkstra’s shortest path alg.

Y

Find a shortest route?

Y
AP is found

Figure 3.4 Flow Chart for Active Path Finding
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N
Block the call

Second search

If all the backup paths in Λ(w) can be wavelength retuned, BPn can be set up in
the wth AWSN. The reservation array is then updated for both the new backup path and
all the existing backups that have been retuned. The pseudo-codes of the RTGWD
algorithm can be found in the following figure.

Algorithm RTGWD()

1) Identify the path set Λ(w). Let BP ok denote the kth path in Λ(w)
and K is the total number of paths in Λ(w).
For (k=1; k<=K, k++) //conduct STAW for path k
φ=1(if w =1, then φ starts with 2);
RTGWD_FLAG = 0;
While (ϕ <= W and RTGWD _FLAG == 0 )
If CBo (ϕ ) = 0
BPok can be retuned to the φth AWSN. Remove it from
Λ(w).
RTGWD _FLAG =1;// go to the next path in Λ(w);
Else
φ++; //try the next AWSN.
End If
End While
End For
2)

Check the path set Λ(w). If Λ = NULL, RTGWD completes with
success. Update the reservation array. If Λ≠NULL, RTGWD fails.
Exit RTGWD().

End

Figure 3.5 RTGWD Algorithm
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CHAPTER IV
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Extensive simulations have been carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness and
efficiency of the proposed reconfiguration schemes. The experiments were conducted
based on different networks, and run on a lightly-loaded PC with 1.86GHz CPU and 2
GB memory. The network simulation tool ns-2 [21] and CPLEX is used.
In this chapter, the performance evaluation of the proposed optimization and
heuristic RTGWD algorithms is presented. The connection requests arrive according to a
Poisson process, and the connection-holding time follows an exponential distribution.
The transmission rate on a wavelength channel is OC-48. The smallest granularity for a
connection is OC-12. The wavelength capacity is normalized to C=48/12=4 units. There
are 3 different connection granularities supported, namely OC-12, OC-24 and OC-48,
with the equal probability for each granularity. The number of grooming ports at each
node is sufficient. The network traffic load is expressed in terms of Erlang, which is
defined as network connection arrival rate ∗ average connection holding time. The
connection requests are uniformly distributed to each pair of the nodes in the network
with equal probability.
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Table 4.1
PARAMETER SETTINGS FOR TRAFFIC LOAD

Traffic Load

Arrival Rate

Serving Time

(Erlang)

(connection/sec)

(connection/sec)

96

4/15

90

108

0.3

90

120

1/3

90

132

11/30

90

144

0.4

90

156

13/30

90

168

7/15

90

180

0.5

90

192

8/15

90

204

17/30

90

216

0.6

90

We simulate a dynamic network environment with the assumptions that the
connection requests arrive at each node following a Poisson process, and the connection
holding time is exponentially distributed. It is assumed that all the source-destination
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node pairs have the same traffic load. The connection requests are uniformly distributed
among all source-destination pairs. In order to simplify the parameter settings, average
lightpath-holding time is normalized to 1. The arrival rate per node is provided as number
of connection requests/second, which can also represent the network traffic load in this
case. Thus, we only need to adjust the arrival rate according to different network load
requirement during the simulations. Different parameter settings for traffic load per edge
node are chosen to investigate RTGWD’s performance in the simulation, as shown in
Table 4.1. The simulation up time is 20000s, and the total simulation time is 40000s.
The simulation experiments are divided into two parts. The first part investigates
the effect of traffic grooming and the effect of reliability. The second part compares the
connection blocking probability with different scenarios. The numerical results are
generated based three simple networks: US-NET, Italian network, and an 8x8 mesh
network. The network topologies are shown in fig4.1. A link length is labeled on each
link in kilometers. There are two kinds of link cost. In the first kind, the link cost for each
link is simplified to one. The second kind link cost is equal to the link length. The failure
probability of the link is assumed to be proportional to the link length. In the simulation,
connections are uniformly distributed among all the node pairs and divided to form three
classes.
1) Class 1: This class requires a stringent MADR(1)=p1.
2) Class 2: This class requires a moderate MADR(2)=p2.
3) Class 3: This class requires a loose MADR(3)=p3.
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In all traffic, it is assumed that p1 = 0.0 , p2 = 0.06 , and p3 varies from 0.0 to
0.20. Class 1 may corresponds to the case that a connection require a link-disjoint path
pair such that it can be protected from any single link failure. Class 3 may correspond to
the case that a connection does not require any protection. Class 2 lies between these two
scenarios.
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4.1

Effect of traffic grooming

We first study the effect of traffic grooming on the blocking performance of the
proposed scheme. Intuitively, traffic grooming makes efficient use of wavelength
capacity as low rate connections can be aggregated onto high-capacity lightpaths. Fig 4.2
compares the three different combinations of restoration schemes in US-Net. The
blocking ratio results based on proposed ILP and heuristic algorithms are compared with
the blocking probability using traditional method without traffic grooming. As shown in
Figure 4.2, RTGWD is able to achieve a blocking probability very close to the optimal
solution, compared with the conventional heuristic algorithm solution. Also, from this
figure, we can observe that the blocking ratio increases exponentially with the traffic load,
which is obvious in practice. The conventional method can get a 20% higher blocking
probability than the proposed method, while the running time is only 1ms faster.
Therefore, the blocking ratio can be significantly reduced by the proposed RTGWD
method. In Fig 4.2 when the traffic load is rather low, the significance of traffic grooming
is not prominent since the network bandwidth is sufficient enough to supply low traffic
demand. However, the blocking probability is reduced more and more when the traffic
load gets higher and higher. Without traffic grooming, the connection blocking
probability increases quickly (2.1% at 56 Erlangs vs. 25% at 126 Erlangs). Traffic
grooming can largely decrease the blocking rate, especially when the traffic load
becomes higher (0.03% at 56 Erlangs vs. 5.7% at 126 Erlangs).
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Figure. 4.2 Comparison of Blocking Ratios among Different Solutions

Worthy of mention, the combination of traffic grooming and wavelength retuning
can enhance the performance greatly since traffic grooming allows more flexibility for
RTGWD to search for retuning possibility, which is shown in Fig 4.3. For example,
without traffic grooming, wavelength retuning (WR) reduces the blocking probability
from 22.32% to 20.5% when the traffic load is 120. The decrease is about (22.32%20.5%)/22.32%=1.02%. But with traffic grooming, the blocking probability is reduced
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from 5.24% to 4.93% at the same traffic load; the decrease is about (5.24%4.93%)/5.24%=0.05%. The similar trend can be observed with other traffic load. In
general, the results demonstrate that traffic grooming can greatly improve the connection
blocking probability by efficiently utilizing the bandwidth.
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Figure 4.3 (a) Comparison of Blocking Ratios among Different Solutions with Traffic
Grooming
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Figure 4.3 (b) Comparison of Blocking Ratios among Different Solutions without
Traffic Grooming

The schemes considering traffic grooming in differentiated protection match the
real network condition. With traffic grooming, the low-rate connections are aggregated
onto high-rate capacity lightpaths. In this way, the bandwidth is made full use of.
4.2

Effect of reliability requirement

In this section, we try to investigate the effect of reliability requirement on the
average cost for routing a connection. The experiments are performed in the three sample
networks: US-NET, Italian network, and an 8*8 mesh network. The link cost is equal to
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one. We run 20 test runs for each sample network. We have simulated three kinds of
traffic using different class distribution combinations.
1) Distribution 1:

class 1: class 2: class 3= 1:1:1

2) Distribution 2:

class 1: class 2: class 3= 1:2:3

3) Distribution 3:

class 1: class 2: class 3= 3:2:1

By solving the ILP model proposed in Chapter III, we can record the average cost
consumed by each connection. Fig 4.4 (a) shows the average cost for routing a
connection as a function of MADR for class 3 traffic demands for US-NET. It is notable
the average cost decreases as the reliability requirement of class 3 traffic increases. This
is because a connection with stringent reliability often needs to compute not only an AP
but also a protection topology for it. On the other hand, a connection with a loose
reliability requirement may only need to compute an AP. When the reliability
requirement of class 2 traffic reaches a threshold 0.16, the average cost for routing a
connection does not decrease any more. The reason is that there is no need to calculate a
protection topology for a connection if its reliability requirement is loose so that a single
AP can meet its reliability requirement. In a similar way, the average cost becomes stable
when p3 reaches 0.16, which is shown in Fig 4.4(b) and Fig 4.4 (c).
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Figure. 4.4 (a) Average Cost Comparison for US-Net
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Figure. 4.4 (b) Average Cost Comparison for Italian Network
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Figure. 4.4 (c) Average Cost Comparison for 8*8 Mesh Network

We can also see from this figure that the average cost for routing a connection
request in Distribution 3 is much higher than that in Distribution 1, since the percentage
of class 1 in Distribution 3 is larger than in Distribution 1. The class 1 has the most
stringent reliability requirements than the other classes. Therefore, the more the
proportion of class 1, the more the average cost.
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Fig. 4.5(a) and (b) show the average cost when the link is equal to its link length.
From the results in the graphs, we can observe the similar behavior to the one Fig. 4.4 has.
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0.18
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4.3

Effect of proposed schemes

4.3.1 Running time comparison
Next, we compare the running time for different solution approaches. The results
are listed in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2
RUNNING TIME COMPARISON
Running Time/ connection

ILP

RTGWD

REGULAR

US-NET

317 ms

20.3 ms

19.1 ms

Italian Network

286 ms

19.6 ms

18.3 ms

8*8 mesh network

230 ms

15.4 ms

14 ms

request

As shown in Table 4.2, we compare the solution approaches, ILP, RTGWD, and
regular heuristic, which without the wavelength retuning. From the table, we can tell that
ILP yields the best result but requires much more time. RTGWD can achieve a better
result and cost less time. The regular heuristic’s result is the worst, but its simulation time
is the shortest. However, the time spent on RTGWD is not much, while we still can
achieve a better simulation result. It is notable that, although ILP can get the optimal
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solution, the required running time is significantly longer than the time for the other two.
In practice, it is not economical. The proposed approach is the best solution in real life.

4.3.2 Effect on the blocking ratio
Here, simulation experiments are conducted to compare the connection blocking
ratio. We compare the results in a dynamic network environment, in which connection
requests come and go randomly. Fig 4.6(a) compares the blocking probability for
different routing schemes versus different traffic load in US-Net. The red line represents
the blocking probability without RTGWD; the blue line represents the blocking
probability with RTGWD; the green link represents the results for ILP. Wavelength
reassignment significantly reduces the blocking probability by 15 ~ 30% under different
traffic load. As we expected, both red line and blue line have much higher blocking rate
than the line for ILP solution, which provides the lower bound study on the blocking
probability. ILP can get optimal routing results, so the blocking probability is the lowest
among all the methods. RTGWD reduces the blocking ratio, compared with conventional
schemes. This is because more bandwidth resource can be utilized with the wavelength
retuning. We can see that RTGWD greatly alleviates the wavelength continuity constraint
although it does not completely compensate for the limitation. There is still a little gap
between RTGWD and ILP.
Fig 4.6(b) plots the results for Italian Network. We can observe the similar
behavior to US-Net.
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Figure 4.6(a) Comparison of Blocking Probability for Different Solutions in US-Net
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Figure 4.6(b) Comparison of Blocking Probability for Different Solutions in Italian
Network
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4.3.3 Effect on average cost
We test the proposed schemes to check the average cost, each scheme with ten
repetitions. Each repetition is generated with different random seed. Fig 4.7 plots the
average cost results for different solution approaches. In Fig 4.7, the traffic distribution
follows Distribution1 and link cost is equal to one. Fig 4.7 (a) compares the results in USNet, while Fig 4.7(b) compares the results in Italians network.
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Figure 4.7 (b) Comparison of Different Schemes in Italian Network

We observe that the average cost obtained by running RTGWD is very close to
the results get by ILP, which means that the RTGWD can achieve the better resource
utilization near the optimal solution. On the other hand, the average cost obtained by
conventional method is extreme higher than the previous two. By average the ten test trial,
the RTGWD can reduce the average cost by 9.8% in US-Net, while ILP can reduce about
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11.8%. Similarly, the RTGWD can the RTGWD can reduce the average cost by 7.8% in
Italian network, while ILP can reduce about 11.3%.
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Figure 4.8 (b) Comparison of different schemes in Italian Network

Fig 4.8 further compare the average cost for same situation except the link cost is
equal to the link length. Similar behavior can be observed here to Fig 4.7.
4.4

Computation overhead

One important issue in establishing survivable network is time consumption in
establishing the new configurations. .In this study we compared the simulation run time
for different schemes. The simulation time varies with the computation ability of the
testing system, using the faster processor can decrease the simulation time. Therefore, we
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measure the extra computation time needed by RTGWD, by using the percentage time
defined as Toverhead =

TRTGWD − T
× 100% , where Toverhead represents extra computation
T

time by RTGWD; TSTGWR is the entire simulation run time if RTGWD is applied ; T is
the entire simulation run time for the general restoration without RTGWD. All the
simulation runs adopts the same network assumptions and parameter settings for fair
comparisons.
In order to average out the statistical fluctuations, the experiments were repeated
ten times. Figure 4.9 plots the run time impact brought in by RTGWD algorithm. . The
results show that the RTGWD scheme only causes around 7.5% additional computation
time in average. Thus, the extra configuration time required by RTGWD is relatively
small. In this sense, our scheme is quick and efficient. Worthy of mention, the
computation time is not as critical as for wavelength retuning on active paths, since
RTGWD only deals with backup path rearrangement. The additional simulation time
does not increase with the traffic load as shown in the experiment results. Only the
network topology and calculation capability can have effects on the simulation time for
RTGWD. Thus the increase of the network size will increase the real computation time.
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4.5

System stability

Steady state is a standard criterion for system stability. Figure 4.10 illustrates the
blocking rate by ILP with a traffic load equal to 63 versus simulation time. The curve
shows the system can reach steady state at time 25,000 seconds.
In this figure, the blocking probability versus simulation time is also investigated
for the proposed heuristic algorithm by using the same traffic load. From this figure, we
can observe that steady state can be reached after 15,000s.
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Figure 4.10 Blocking Probability vs. Simulation Time (63 Erlangs)

Similarly, we try to investigate the run-up time when traffic load is 126 Erlang,
which is plot in Fig 4.11. For ILP, the simulation time is much higher. After 60000s, the
curve turns into smooth, which means that the system reaches steady state. While around
25000s, RTGWD can reach steady state. In this case, the run-up time for simulation
should be set at least 60000s.
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After the repetitions under different parameter settings, we found that setting
simulation time at 80000s is good enough for all simulation experiments to reach their
steady states.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

5.1

Summary of achievements

In this dissertation, we proposed a reconfigurable traffic grooming with DiR
scheme to improve the blocking probability in an all-optical mesh network. We formulate
an ILP model based on the survivable traffic grooming constraints and develop a
heuristic algorithm, which largely reduces computation time. The proposed scheme
minimizes the impact of wavelength-continuity constraint, thereby improving
performance metrics for restoration. The basic operation use wavelength reassignment
method to retune an existing backup path to a free wavelength. Compared with most
existing reconfiguration schemes, the proposed scheme is very simple to apply and
realize the seamless protection, because it only has to deal with backup paths and
introduces zero service interruption to the traffic in the network. In addition, we also
implemented traffic grooming, which can aggregate low-rate connection onto highcapacity lightpath to make full use of bandwidth. Therefore, the proposed protection
schemes are more resource efficient. Meanwhile, the proposed scheme is more suitable
for the real network by introducing DiR requirement.
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We evaluated the performance results of the proposed reconfigurable traffic
grooming with DiR by using three sample networks: NS-NET, Italian network, and 8x8
mesh network. The numerical results show that our methods are feasible and efficient.
Although ILP formulation can get optimal solution to lower the average cost, the solution
to the ILP model is very time-consuming. Thus ILP is not suitable for the real-time
routing computation. In order to reduce the computation time, an approximation is
achieved by running the proposed RTGWD heuristic algorithm. The RTGWD scheme
only brings in 7.5% additional computation time in average while it can get near-optimal
results. From the results, it is clear that the impact on the network computation power and
connection set up time is very moderate. The performance evaluation indicates that the
connection blocking probability can be decreased in the range of 13-45%. Both ILP and
heuristic work well in reducing the network blocking ratio. In other words, the proposed
idea can greatly increase usability of the network resource.
At the same time, sensitivity analysis is conducted to investigate the practicability
and robustness of the proposed scheme. We use different link cost, there are no impact on
the results. Also, we try different size of the testing network, the proposed scheme still
work well in all kinds of networks of any size. Thus, neither the variation of network size
nor the change of link-cost can affect the reconfigurable traffic grooming with DiR
scheme. It is very robust and applicable.
In general, we conclude that the proposed reconfigurable traffic grooming with
DiR scheme can achieve better wavelength efficiency than most of the existing protection
schemes. In addition, the method is robust and achieves seamless service.
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5.2

Future work

Based on the work proposed and done in this dissertation, there are still some
open areas for the future research.
The proposed reconfigurable scheme only deals with wavelength reassignment. In
this reassignment scheme, all the routes for backup paths remain untouched. Hence,
adding backup path rerouting can achieve a much better solution. Although changing the
path arrangement involves much more complexity compare with dealing with only
wavelength, more free capacity and flexibility can be achieved. As long as all the
reconfigurations are performed on backup paths, no service interruption will be caused by
path rerouting.
Meanwhile, we have not discussed the limitation of our heuristic. How to measure
the difference between heuristic and optimization is another challenging issue. A
formulation would be better, which explain how near the presented idea can reach the
optimal solution. On the other hand, it would be better to do some sensitivity analysis for
the scalability effect on the proposed heuristic. Extensive simulation should be conducted
to explore what aspect of network affects the performance of proposed idea.
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